
MAS, MND and HDB jointly released a new set of cooling measures that will take effect from 30 Sep 2022. 
o Interest rates have risen significantly in recent months and are set to rise further in the near future. 

Measures to Ensure Prudent Borrowing Amid Rising Interest Rates
1. MAS will raise by 0.5%-point the medium-term interest rate floor used by private financial institutions 

to compute a borrower’s TDSR and MSR.

Type of Loan Medium-term Interest Rate
Residential property purchase loans and mortgage 
equity withdrawal loans

The higher of a 4% p.a. floor (up from 3.5% p.a.) or 
the thereafter interest rate*.

Non-residential property purchase loans and 
mortgage equity withdrawal loans

The higher of a 5% p.a. floor (up from 4.5% p.a.) or 
the thereafter interest rate*.

* The thereafter interest rate is the highest possible interest rate applicable during tenure of a property loan, excluding 
introductory or promotional rates.  

The revised medium-term interest rate floors will apply to 
-loans for the purchase of properties where the Option to Purchase (OTP) is granted on or after 30 
September 2022, or where there is no OTP, the date of the Sale and Purchase Agreement is on or 
after 30 September 2022.
-new mortgage equity withdrawal loan applications made on or after 30 September 2022, but will not 
affect borrowers refinancing owner-occupied property loans. 

It does not apply to borrowers refinancing owner-occupied property loans. 

2.          HDB will introduce an interest rate floor of 3% p.a. to compute a borrower’s eligible housing loan 
amount. 
The interest rate used to compute the eligible loan amount for HDB’s concessionary housing loan will 
be the higher of 3% p.a. or 0.1%-point above the prevailing CPF Ordinary Account (OA) interest rate.

HDB introduced an interest rate floor of 3% which applies to:
(a) flat buyers who are taking an HDB housing loan at the concessionary interest rate; and 
(b) loans where commercial interest rate is charged, e.g. flat buyers who are taking a second HDB 
housing loan and buying an HDB flat before disposing of their existing one. The interest rate will be 
converted to the concessionary rate after flat buyer has disposed of the existing flat and used the CPF 
refund and 50% of the cash proceeds received to reduce the second HDB housing loan amount.

There is no change to the actual interest rate charged for housing loans provided by HDB. It will 
remain at 2.6% p.a. – pegged at 0.1 percentage-point above the prevailing CPF OA interest rate –
from 1 October to 31 December 2022.
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Transaction Type Effective Date

BTO flats

Sale of Balance Flats

Application for an HDB Loan Eligibility (HLE) letter received; and 

Sales launch date on or after 30 Sep 2022, 00:00hr

Purchase of resale flats on the open 

market and open booking flats from HDB 

HLE letter application received on or after 30 Sep 2022, 00:00hr 

Taking over of ownership of existing flat HLE letter application received on or after 30 Sep 2022, 00:00hr 

3. The LTV limit for HDB housing loans will be lowered by 5 percentage-points from 85% to 80%. 

This will apply to new flat applications for sales exercises launched and complete resale applications 

(from both buyer and seller) which are received by HDB on or after 30 September 2022. 

The revised LTV limit does not apply to loans granted by private financial institutions, for which the LTV 

limit remains at 75%.  

Measures to Moderate Demand and Ensure that HDB Resale Flats Remain Affordable
Since the Government implemented a broad package of measures in December 2021, the HDB Resale Price 

Index has increased by more than 5% as at end-2Q 2022. 

MND and HDB will introduce a wait-out period of 15 months for private residential property owners 

(PPOs) and ex-PPOs to buy a non-subsidised HDB resale flat as a temporary measure to moderate 

demand and ensure that resale flats remain affordable for flat buyers. It will be reviewed depending on 

overall demand and market changes.

Wait-out Period for PPOs and ex-PPOs to buy 
non-subsidised flats

Remarks

Within 6 months of the HDB flat purchase 
upon disposal of their private properties

No longer allowed

15 months after the disposal of their private 
properties

-With effect from 30 Sep 2022

Does not apply to: 

-seniors aged 55 and above (and their spouses) who are 

moving from private property to a 4-room or smaller resale 

flat.

-PPOs/ex-PPOs, regardless of age, with extenuating 

circumstances, e.g. financial difficulties, may approach HDB 

for assistance, and will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Note: The wait-out period for PPOs who are first-timers and wish to apply for the CPF Housing Grant and Enhanced CPF Housing 
Grant for their resale flat purchase, remains unchanged at 30 months.

Implications of these new cooling measures on the property market:

1. Demand for both private and public housing likely to slowdown in Q4 2022 as buyers and sellers take 

time to digest the likely implications

2. Home buyers may have to switch to smaller units as the higher medium-term interest rate for TDSR and 

MSR computations will reduce the financing

3.      The 15-month wait out period may lead to higher rents as potential HDB resale flat buyers seek interim     

housing for the wait-out period. 


